
CORPUS CHRISTI FINANCE COUNCIL 

August 20, 2019 Meeting Notes 

In attendance: 

Attendees Designation Council Voting 
Members 

Father Paveglio Pastor Bruce 

Tom Trustee Lynda N/A 

Marie Trustee Keith N/A 

Toni Business Admin John 

Jim Liaison Jon 

  Matt 

  Dave 

   

 

Meeting was called to order at 6:00 PM. 

Father Paveglio provided a spiritual reading and led us in prayer asking for guidance for this meeting and 

the upcoming year. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Father introduced a proposal to participate in a project to gather information and analyze the feasibility 

of merging with St Adalbert parish by reading from a bulletin insert that will be distributed this coming 

Sunday 8/25 at both masses. The presentation included the background of how this came about; the 

original participants and a chronological delineation of how the information is being communicated. The 

emphasis was that at this juncture no decisions have been made and that community involvement was 

paramount. The topic was opened for discussion. There were many good questions, suggestions and 

opinions. As there were no answers to the myriad of issues raised, this discussion was as it was intended 

– a starting point. There was however consensus on three points: there is an opportunity to improve our 

mission in many ways; there are fiscal benefits; a major effort will be required to understand what is 

entailed in the merger of two (2) very different cultures. One statement that encapsulates the discussion 

was with the changes that are occurring within the church, regardless of what are the results from this 

effort, we should be preparing for similar situations and we should participate fully to the best of our 

abilities. Father requested that we all pray for guidance and inspiration. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING REVIEW 

As the council did not meet in July but conversed via email the June Financials and End of Year Reports 

were formally approved. 

The July Financials were reviewed and approved. 

ON-GOING PROJECTS WITH FINANCIAL IMPACT 

HIH is scheduled to remove the remnants from the temporary structure by 8/22. After completion and 

analysis of what may be required the topic of finality will be discussed at the September Parish Finance 



Council meeting. The BAT meeting next week will be attended by Parish Finance Council members and 

any updates will be communicated at the September Parish Finance Council meeting  

Toni reported on three (3) diocesan changes required by statute: how staff will be paid, we are adhering 

to the change; a 3-year cycle for audits for internal controls reduced from 5 years we will be due this 

year; a pension contribution change providing for greater eligibility. 

Health coverage has increased and has provided little time for response. The Parish Finance Council 

recommends that that the parish pay the 85% rate for the eligible employees and explain that this may 

not be the case for future rate hikes. 

Dave provided an analysis of our contribution comparisons. The trend has been upward for the past two 

(2) years. The analysis for attendance is still in progress and will be presented at a future meeting 

OTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS 

As the meeting ran past the allotted time and Jim’s presence was required at the Parish Council meeting 

his report will be carried over to next month’s meeting.  

OTHER NEW BUSINESS 

 

FEEDBACK DISCUSSION 

 

The meeting closed at 7:25 PM. 

 

BUDGET ADJUSTMENT NOTES 

   

 


